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Leo
excerpt from other criteria the flatbed picture plane - excerpt from other criteria: the flatbed picture
plane leo steinberg (1920-) ... i once heard jasper johns say that rauschenberg was the man who in this
century had invented the most since picasso. what he invented above all was, i think, a ... but the world of
men who turn . other criteria, ... ask somebody else something else: analyzing the artist ... - and
heavily on the artist interview in our own work, which is primarily on post-war american artists. the
phenomenon of the artist interview-not quite docu- ment, not quite literature, not quite propaganda, not quite
staged voyeurism, ... his art," in other criteria: confrontations with twentieth-century art (london: oxford
university press ... leo steinberg: studium generale, utrecht, 7 march 1994 - leo steinberg: studium
generale, utrecht, 7 march 1994 ... the articles have been gathered in a volume entitled other criteria:
confrontations with twentieth-century art. most unusual of all was the critical stance of the writer. ...
steinberg's "confrontations with twentieth-century art" have affected my own work as well. duchamp “here,
in n.y., i bought some objects in the same ... - other criteria: confrontations with twentieth-century art
(new york: oxford university press, 1972), p. 17. epigraph: marcel duchamp to suzanne duchamp, “15 janvier
envi-ron” (“about january 15,” [1916]), quoted in affectionately, marcel: the selected correspondence of
marcel duchamp, ed. francis m. naumann and hector obalk, trans. introduction to modern art,
architecture, and design - l01 215 - introduction to modern art, architecture, and design - spring 2017
introduction to modern art, architecture, and design l01 215 spring 2017 prof. ila n. sheren ... steinberg, leo,
other criteria: confrontations with twentieth-century art (oxford university press, 1975). the polish military in
the twentieth century - tbe pallsb military in tbe twentieth century strikers. with heightened tension
between poland and the ljssr, and ... agreement and the tense confrontations of 1956, ... rather than
ideological criteria, were re-established. the officer corps' rediscovery of its prerogatives w: ... methods in art
history (arth 305) department of art ... - that our own ideological and cultural situatedness as scholars
determines the criteria and values we use to analyze art (that is, to become more self-reflexive). ... excerpt
from other riteria. in other criteria: confrontations with twentieth-century art. london: oxford university press,
1972. *64-82 ... eunice. ( õ ô) ^the laundress in late ... perpetual inventory the mit press stable url perpetual inventory author(s): rosalind krauss ... in his extremely important essay "other criteria," leo
steinberg quoted greenberg in taking ... confrontations with twentieth-century art [new york: oxford university
press, 1972], pp. 55-91; quoted material from pp. 68, 88). this content downloaded from 128.114.163.7 on
wed, 1 may 2013 15:51 ... the contemporary and the canon - phillysoc - 1 leo steinberg, other criteria:
confrontations with twentieth-century art (chicago: univ. of chicago press, 1972, 2007). 2 see sigmund freud,
civilization and its discontents , trans. and ed. by james strachey (new york: w. the development of class in
canada in the twentieth ... - “the development of class in canada in the twentieth century”: a critique
anthony thomson 1975 leo johnson’s essay on the development of class in canada1 is significant in many
respects. with the contradictions of monopoly capitalism becoming manifest, and the world-wide trend of
download theories and documents of contemporary art: a ... - other criteria confrontations with
twentieth-century art, leo steinberg, feb 13, 1975, art, 436 pages. an art critic discusses the works of modern
artists, paying special attention to rodin, picasso, and jasper johns.. on edge performance at the end of the
twentieth century, c. carr, 1993, performing arts, 333 pages. impure and open john yau - susquehanna
art museum - impure and open john yau ... century, in 1945. in 1946, jackson pollock and clement greenberg
saw sobels. work and admired it. ... “the flatbed picture plane” other criteria: confrontations with twentiethcentury art (university of chicago press, reprinted 2007). author:
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